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recently become popular. IoAT aims to enhance connectivity
in the aerospace domain to create a real-time feedback and
control loop between systems and agents. Within the IoAT
domain, this paper focuses on a system to track passengers
inside an airport terminal by means of Radio Frequency
Identification (RFID).

Abstract—Experts predict the number of devices connected to
Internet of Things will reach 50 billion in 2020. In this paper, we apply the concept of IoT to the airport management
industry and investigate the utilization of RFID technology to
enhance airport mobility and security. We propose a system
to track passengers inside an airport terminal and focus on
the optimization of its architecture. To that end, we develop a
simulation model incorporating the most important parts of the
system, including: An airport model based on Chicago O’Hare
International Airport, a passenger trajectory model, a link
budget model, a coverage model, a reader placement algorithm,
a communication protocol and the limitations of available RFID
technology and regulations.

An airport terminal is an environment where different agents
coincide: Passengers, airport authority, pilots, crew, terminal
workers, etc. Although each presents a different objective,
two main goals stand out: Mobility and security. Regarding
the former, passengers value short travel times and short
queues at check-in counters, security points or boarding
gates. At the same time, the airport authority is responsible
for ensuring all the activity at the terminal is carried out
securely.

Next, we identify a set of architectural decisions, such as the
physical limits of the system or the specific technology to be
deployed, and develop performance and cost metrics to compare
the plausible architectures. Then, based on the developed model
and the metrics space, we present the architectural tradespace
of the system and analyze the impact each decision has in order
to optimize the architecture. Finally, we assess the viability
of the chosen architecture in terms of coverage and tracking
performance.

Although there have been efforts to improve mobility and
security in airport terminals, current solutions target specific
locations (e.g. check-in counter, security gates). For instance,
References [2] and [3] present models to optimize passenger
queues and enhance airport security-checking technology. In
contrast, we propose using RFID for crowd management
[4] in large areas of the airport that comprise several of the
key spots or locations of interest. In that sense, tracking
passengers would provide real-time information to be used
for waiting time estimation, service optimization and security
management. This, in turn, would allow passengers to get
recommendations on fastest routes or shortest queues, as well
as let airport authority have data on passenger density at
critical spots, so security agents could be allocated efficiently.
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Research Goals
The main objectives addressed by this paper are:
1. Development of an airport model serving as the context of
the system.
2. Determination of the set of feasible architectures and its
RFID communications model.
3. Development of performance and cost metrics as architectural assessment criteria and posterior exploration of the
architectural tradespace.
4. Optimization of the architecture of the system based on
the impact of the architectural decisions.

1. I NTRODUCTION
Motivation
During this century, advancements in technology for storing,
processing and transmitting data have led to the creation of
new connectivity concepts such as Internet of Things (IoT).
IoT is the creation of a digital replica from a physical object
that provides real-time information about the state of the
object. Given this simple but powerful concept, it is not
surprising that numerous industries have included IoT in their
workplans [1].

Literature Review
Tracking people is a problem that has been extensively covered in the literature using different technologies such as
LIDAR [5], RADAR [6], WiFi devices [7], and Computer
Vision [8]. Tracking by means of passive RFID tags has
also been a topic of research for trajectory analysis [9],
information gathering [10], and people localization [11].

The aerospace sector is no exception to the adoption of IoT;
in fact, the term Internet of Aerospace Things (IoAT) has
978-1-5386-2014-4/18/$31.00 c 2018 IEEE
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Although previous research has focused on a wide variety of
environments, some studies also consider the use of RFID
systems for tracking passengers inside airports. In [12], an
RFID-based tracking system for airport security is presented,
focusing on the software and hardware architecture of the
Tag-Reader communication. This paper also explores how
the different tag technologies affect the communication and
assesses its operation under real airport conditions (at Athens
International Airport). Their research demonstrated that it is
feasible to use RFID tags attached to passengers’ luggage to
track them within the airport.

of 10 meters [18]. Given the large number of readers that
can be collocated inside a terminal (also known as Dense
Reader Environment), and to avoid collisions when multiple
tags are in range and try to communicate with the same
reader, Medium Access Control (MAC) protocols are defined.
The most used protocol in RFID communication is Slotted
ALOHA, a time-based protocol in which slot allocation is
carried out randomly.
RFID as a Concept for Tracking in Airports
The idea of IoT usually entails the management and processing of large amounts of data. Many Big Data applications
rely on broad wireless sensor networks to provide useful
information. In our case, the proposed concept addresses the
passengers as the sensor network while a central processing
unit gathers the information and processes it so feedback on
passenger mobility and airport security can be obtained.

In [13], a patent, the applicability and advantages of using
an RFID system for tracking passengers inside an airport
are discussed. Without providing details on specific RFID
technology or implementation, it proposes this method for
solving some problems on mobility and security.
Finally, in [14] an RFID model designed to be used in airports
for security and efficiency is presented. The work considers a
cellular network of passive RFID receivers and far-field active
RFID tags. It also considers the communication problems
that may arise such as non line-of-sight conditions or multipath fading.

To that end, RFID readers are placed through an airport
terminal while passengers are given an RFID tag, which
enables their tracking. As passengers move, the readers
identify the tags continuously and send the information to a
central database where data is processed to understand the
state of the terminal. Then, this data is provided to both
passengers and TSA to improve mobility and security.

Paper Structure
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In
section 2 we start with a brief introduction to RFID, highlighting the specific features of the proposed system. Section
3 focuses on the modeling of the airport environment i.e.,
the terminal and the passengers, which serve as the shared
context of the different system architectures. Next, in Section
4 we model the system, addressing the elements that draw
its architectural differences. Section 5 is devoted to the
description of the architectural decisions, the metrics adopted
to evaluate the impact of each decision, and the tradespace
exploration for all the considered architectures. Finally, the
paper concludes with a summary of results and a discussion
of lines of future work.

We identify other devices, such as mobile phones, on which
the proposed system could also rely. However, although
coverage may extend, exclusively depending on these connections provides a “tracking switch” to all passengers, thus
opening the door to a performance decrease due to the manual
deactivation – because of various reasons – of part of the
sensors. In contrast, RFID tags will always transmit as long
as they are reached by a reader.
Introduction to the Model
The crowded environment at an airport as well as the high
reader density of the system entail an extensive space of
possible architectures. Given the laboriousness of analyzing
and synthesizing all potential architectures, we define the
plausible architectures as a set of separated architectural
decisions [19].

2. RFID AS C ONCEPT
RFID Technology

These decisions respond to different questions that need to be
answered before the implementation of the system in a real
terminal: Which passengers should it track? Where does the
system start and finish the tracking? Which specific RFID
technology shall we consider? Is it necessary to fix particular
protocols? How many readers should we place? How should
we distribute them?

RFID is an automatic identification procedure based on using
electromagnetic waves for power supply and data-exchange
with a data-storing device [15]. The basic RFID communication system has three different elements: A reader, a
tag, and a wireless channel serving as the communication
medium. Tags are usually attached to objects and, if within
the reader’s range, they can be detected and identified. We
choose passive RFID tags for this study, as their batteryless
architecture makes them ideal for large-scale deployments.

To be able to optimize the architecture with the best option for
each of the decisions, in the following sections we develop
a simulation model combining all the elements of the RFID
system, as well as the terminal in which it operates and the
passengers that have to be tracked. To support the model
disclosure, Figure 1 shows its diagram with the different
subparts and how these interact with each other.

Regarding RFID readers, as in previous research studies
[16][17], we focus on EPC Class-1 Generation-2 protocols
(C1G2). According to C1G2 and US FCC regulations, RFID
readers are only allowed to use fifty 500 kHz channels in the
Ultra High Frequency (UHF) 902-928 MHz band. Furthermore, the maximum transmit power by an RFID reader is 1
W and the maximum antenna gain for the reader is limited
to 6 dBi, resulting in a maximum total Effective Isotropic
Radiated Power (EIRP) of 4W.

3. A IRPORT M ODEL
The first step in the development of the model is the creation
of the system’s context – the part that all architectures share –
which is the airport terminal itself. This means simulating not
only the physical space of the terminal but also the passengers
and their trajectories through it.

Readers and tags are connected to each other through a
wireless channel. In that sense, we consider far-field RFID
communications, in which the effective range is in the order
2

Figure 1. Diagram of the model.
Terminal
Terminal simulators have already been described in literature
with the aim of providing insightful information for facility
design [20] or optimizing passenger flow [21]. In our case,
we want to simulate the airport and then simulate an RFID
communication system on top of it, thus differing from airport
simulators’ usual goals.
To begin with, we focus just on airport passenger buildings,
as neither plane runways nor other locations such as the car
rental area will be populated with RFID readers. A passenger
building is a 3D environment but passengers walk across 2D
planes; therefore we model the buildings as flat surfaces,
following the same concept of other airport simulators [22].
Motivated by the amount of data available from the airport,
we choose to model the Terminal 3 at Chicago O’Hare
International Airport (ORD). Four of the nine concourses the
airport are located in Terminal 3, which hosts domestic flights
from several well-known airlines. Figure 2 shows the map of
the chosen building.

Figure 2. Map of the Terminal 3 at Chicago O’Hare
International Airport.

To model the layout of the terminal as a flat surface we regard
the map as a discrete domain consisting of tiles, and assign
each of these tiles a different number depending on whether
they are walking areas, obstacles or outer regions. Therefore,
we define the terminal T as

entrances, check-in counters, security points or gates. Then,
a single location lk is defined as the tuple

T = (tij ) ∈ Rm × n

where ik and jk are the coordinates of the location’s tile in
T and ck is its class. A location occupies exactly one tile.
In Figure 3, the Terminal 3 of O’Hare airport is presented
following the modeling described in this section. Black
areas correspond to the outer regions of the terminal, white
areas represent walking areas, and finally gray areas model
obstacles in the terminal. These obstacles may be closed
spaces, such as shops or restaurants, or restricted walking
areas, such as security control points.

lk = (ik , jk , ck ) ,

(1)

We set m and n to be 1200 and 1450, respectively. This way,
each tile has a real size of 0.38 meters, half the human average
stride length [23]. With this value we achieve the necessary
granularity to differentiate the RFID coverage of the different
architectures.
Next, we define a location as a site at the airport that is part of
a passengers’ trajectory and belongs to a certain class, such as

(2)

Colored dots in Figure 3 represent the position of each loca3

Algorithm 1 compute trajectory
1: procedure C OMPUTE T RAJECTORY
2:
next loc ← 1
3:
step ← 0
4:
target ← locations[next loc]
5:
while not reached f inal () do
6:
make next step (target)
7:
step ← step + 1
8:
if position == target then
9:
if next loc + 1 < length (locations) then
10:
next loc ← next loc + 1
11:
target ← locations[next loc]
12:
if step > threshold then
13:
break ()

beginning of the trajectory, the passenger is placed at the first
location in locations and sets his/her target on the second
location of the array. While the target is not reached, the
passenger will keep walking. Once he/she arrives at the
target, the algorithm will provide the passenger with a new
target until the final location is reached. Finally, the algorithm
has a break statement in order to prevent the simulation from
getting stuck in the creation of a single trajectory should the
proposed heuristic fail.

Figure 3. Model of the Terminal 3 at Chicago O’Hare
International Airport.
tion lk . Thirteen red dots represent the different entrances;
check-in counters are showed as twenty-eight blue dots; ten
green dots indicate various security control points; seventyeight yellow dots represent the gates of the terminal; and
finally a single purple dot models the exit of the terminal for
arriving passengers, which leads them to the baggage claim
area and exit.

In real terminals, passengers mostly carry out non-optimal
trajectories, as they may deviate to other places, such as
shops, restaurants and restrooms. Therefore, we model the
make next step statement as a random variable that allows
passengers to also take non-optimal directions. So, given the
result of a random variable, a passenger can make three types
of step:

Passengers
Modeling of human walking has already been studied for
numerous purposes and applications [24][25][26]. However,
current walking models present such a high level of detail
and complexity that using them to create more than 100,000
passengers who are walking distances over 300 meters would
take an excessive amount of time and computing resources.
To alleviate this constraint, we create a simpler long-distance
walking heuristic able to handle scalability issues.

Optimal: The passenger makes the step that gets him/her
closer to the target following the A* algorithm [28].
• Logical: The passenger makes a random step but, if the
passenger is positioned next to an obstacle or wall, the algorithm will substantially increase the probability of walking
in a direction that makes the passenger head away from that
obstacle or wall, as people in airports do not tend to walk next
to walls.
• Random: The passenger takes a complete random step in
a direction with no obstacles.
•

As in [27], we model trajectories as a succession of locations
l1 , · · · lK in the form of way points, each of which represents
a way point that the passenger must go through before completing the entire journey (recall here the distinction between
location and tile). For instance, departing passengers that
enter the terminal for the first time may first head to the
check-in counter, then walk towards the security point and
finally reach the corresponding gate. Formally, we define a
passenger trajectory P Tl as set of steps slk
P Tl = (sl1 , sl2 , · · · , slK )

Once the model chooses the direction in which a passenger
has to walk, this passenger walks more than one step in that
direction. Figure 4 shows an example of a trajectory created
by the model.

(3)

In addition to creating the passengers in the spatial domain,
it is necessary to place them in the temporal domain. To
model the time passengers stay inside the terminal, we have to
consider departing and arriving passengers separately. On the
one hand, departing passengers usually arrive more than an
hour before the flight and have to spend time waiting to board.
On the other hand, arriving passengers enter the terminal the
moment they walk through the boarding gate and do not stop
until they reach the baggage claim area or the exit.

where each step slk is defined by its coordinates
slk = (ilk , jlk )

(4)

While reaching each location, passengers are only able to
walk through walking areas, and can not cross obstacles or
move outside of the terminal. It is also obvious that no
passenger can move to any tile that is not adjacent to his/her
current tile.

Unfortunately, we lack real data on the temporal behaviour
of passengers and can not model this feature as accurately as
we would like to. However, we can base our approach on
Reference [29]. In that sense, we develop two heuristics, one
for each travel direction – departure and arrival – by which
we try to model how different passengers from the same flight
have different arrival times. For the departing case, we define

Next, we present Algorithm 1 as our approach to computing
a human-walking trajectory in the terminal context.
Each passenger has a set of predefined locations, which is
represented by the locations array. For each type of location,
the passenger is assigned one instance randomly. At the
4

Therefore, we utilize the link budget equation to compute the
maximum distance that can separate a tag and a reader given
the reader’s antenna technology its sectorization pattern. On
the other hand, a model for the Slotted ALOHA protocol used
in RFID systems is utilized to quantify the percentage of tags
detected per reader as a function of the number of tags in a
reader’s vicinity.
Link Budget
Two communication links are established through the wireless channel: A downlink in which the reader transmits a
modulated RF signal to the tag, and an uplink in which the
tag’s integrated circuit (IC) varies the input impedance and
responds using a backscattering mechanism [32]. Reference
[33] demonstrates that the downlink is more restrictive than
the uplink as the power sensitivity threshold of the tag is
lower than that of the reader.
The equation expressing the power Prt received by the tag in
the downlink communication can be expressed as [33]

Figure 4. Example of a passenger’s trajectory created by
the model.

Prt = Ptr Gtr PL grt χτ,

(7)

the time spent inside the terminal ttd as
ttd = walking time + tearly + tbd ,

where Ptr Gtr is the reader transmitted EIRP, grt is the gain of
the tag’s receiver antenna, χ is the polarization matching coefficient, and τ is the impedance match between the antenna
and the RFID chip. PL represents path loss, which strongly
depends on the propagation environment. In that sense, if we
consider the Free Space Propagation Model, then the path
loss would be expressed as [34]

(5)

where tearly captures the time a passenger has to wait because
of the early arrival at the airport and is defined as tearly ∼
N (2500 s, 500 s); and tbd represents the time a passenger
spends waiting from the moment the boarding starts until
she/he boards, modeled as tbd ∼ N (0, 240 s).


PL =

In contrast, the heuristic developed for the arriving case is
much simpler. The time spent inside the terminal for the
arriving passengers tta is defined as
tta = walking time + tba ,

λ
4πd

2
,

(8)

where λ is the signal’s wavelength, and d is the distance between the reader and the tag. As airports are enclosed spaces,
we could also consider the Indoor Large Scale Propagation
Model, in which case the equation for path loss is [34]

(6)

where tba represents the different times passengers disembark
from the plane and therefore walk through the boarding gates.
It is defined as tba ∼ |N (0, 200 s)|, given that arriving
passengers spend less time queuing than departing ones, as
no ticket checking is needed.


PL (d) = PL (d0 ) + 10n log

d
d0


+ Xσ (dBW),

(9)

where d0 is an arbitrary reference distance, PL (d0 ) is the free
space path loss for distance d0 , n is the path loss exponent,
and Xσ is a zero mean Gaussian random variable that models
environmental factors such as tag obstruction or multipath
propagation.

4. C OMMUNICATIONS M ODEL
In the literature we find studies that involve the creation of
RFID simulators. Two good examples are: RFIDSim [30],
a physical and logical layer engine for passive RFID simulation; and the PARIS Simulation Framework [31], an RFID
simulation environment that focuses on the physical layer,
particularly the UHF communication channel. Unfortunately,
both models are computationally intensive and would require
large resources to apply directly into our airport simulation
environment. Therefore, we have created a new RFID model
focusing on a scaled version of current simulators in exchange of level of detail.

Equation 7 constitutes the link budget equation of the model,
which allows us to compute the maximum distance between
reader and tag such that the latter receives enough power to
operate. To that end, we make the following assumptions:
• The received power Prt has to equal the power sensitivity
of the tag, Prt = St .
• The power transmitted by the reader, is limited to 4W
according the regulations presented in Section 2. Therefore,
Ptr Gtr = 4 W.
• We assume the gain of the tag’s receiver antenna is equal to
one, so grt = 0 dB.
• We assume a circular polarized reader antenna and a linearly polarized tag; then the sensitivity to polarization can be

For the purposes of this study, the communications model has
been divided into two major parts: Computing the antenna locations within the terminal, and quantifying the performance
of the system vis-a-vis the MAC protocol. For the former, we
first need to compute the effective range of any given reader.
5

ignored but an additional 3 dB loss has to be considered [33].
Therefore, χ (dB) = −3 dB.
• We make the assumption that there are no losses due to the
impedance match, τ = 1.
• We neglect the large-scale and small-scale fading modeling, as they are too complex for the scope of this paper.
• We assume the collocation of readers at admissible altitudes and therefore model 2D RFID communications.

diation patterns are not perfectly omnidirectional. Therefore,
we proceed by estimating the gain loss ∆Gt in the reader’s
antenna that results from pointing in a non-optimal direction
of the radiation pattern. In that sense, our conservative criteria
selects a gain loss such that 90% of the azimuth plane sees a
gain Gt ≥ Gt,max − ∆Gt .
For the three antennas case, we note that the 3 dB beamwidth
of the three antenna configuration covers almost the 90% of
the azimuth plane, so we consider the range of the omnidirectional coverage as the maximum range with an extra 3 dB
penalization. On the other hand, for the four antennas case,
approximately the 90% of the azimuth plane is covered by the
1.5 dB beamwidth. So, we penalize the link budget equation
with an extra 1.5 dB loss, as it is the difference between the
maximum gain of the antenna and the gain at 45 deg.

Next, we consider the two aforementioned propagation models: The free-space wireless channel path loss, in Equation
8; and the indoor large scale propagation wireless channel
model, in Equation 9, in which we set the arbitrary distance
d0 to be one meter, consider a path loss exponent n = 2 or
n = 3 and neglect the Gaussian random variable, Xσ = 0.
Finally, to fully specify the link budget equation, we still
have to define the tag’s power sensitivity St , which primarily
depends on its IC. In that sense, we consider and compare
three different models: Higgs-3, Higgs-4 and Higgs-EC,
whose sensitivity is -20 dBm, -20.5 dBm and -22.5 dBm,
respectively.

In Table 2 we show the resulting coverage ranges for each
of the previously mentioned ICs depending on the number of
antennas connected to the same reader. We observe that, in
general, connecting four instead of three antennas results in a
range improvement of approximately 1.5 to 2 meters.

In Table 1 we present the maximum reading distances obtained when applying Equation 7. In all cases the carrier
frequency is set to 915 MHz.

Table 2. Coverage ranges for each tag IC given a
number of connected antennas

Table 1. Maximum reading distances for each tag IC
and wireless propagation model
Tag IC
Higgs-3
Higgs-4
Higgs-EC

Tag IC
Higgs-3
Higgs-4
Higgs-EC

Propagation Model
Free-space ILS, n = 2 ILS, n = 3
11.65 m
12.35 m
15.54 m

11.65 m
12.35 m
15.54 m

5.88 m
6.11 m
7.13 m

Number of antennas
Three (3 dB loss) Four (1.5 dB loss)
8.25 m
8.74 m
11.00 m

9.81 m
10.39 m
13.08 m

Reader Placement and Channel Allocation
Once we have quantified the range of coverage for a single
reader, we are now ready to discuss the placement of the
readers within the terminal. For instance, in Figure 8 we
present an illustrative example of reader placement where
the radius of each circle is equal to the maximum coverage
range, and its color represents the UHF channel used for
communicating with the tags. Note that both the placement
of the readers and the channel assignments are, in this figure,
completely random, but will need to be optimized in our
model.

The first two models provide same results. This is because
the indoor large scale model turns into the free-space model
when n = 2. In contrast, when using the indoor large scale
model with n = 3 we obtain significantly lower values for the
maximum operation distance. Finally, given that the values
obtained with n = 2 are more consistent with the results
in [12], we assume that the Free Space Propagation Model
provides a sufficient approximation for the purposes of this
paper.

The antenna placement and channel allocation problem can
be summarized as follows: Given a fixed number of readers
with a pre-specified range, a fixed number of channels within
the UHF band, and a certain area to cover within a terminal,
we seek to maximize the percentage of area covered by at
least one while minimizing the number of necessary readers
and avoiding intra or interchannel interference. This problem
is a clear example of the Antenna Placement Problem (APP),
a subtype of “covering problem” [38] which has already been
addressed for the RFID case [39]. In other words, the APP
poses the question of how many and where we should place
different base stations given a set of candidate points and a
set of constraints.

Sectorization and Coverage
The idea of covering the terminal inevitably comes handin-hand with the concept of sectorization. As in cellular
networks, we wish to divide the terminal in regions in which
omnidirectional coverage is achieved. Although RFID omnidirectional antennas are being studied in the literature (see,
for instance, [35], [36]), commercial RFID antennas mostly
present a directional gain profile. Therefore, we sectorize
each reader with multiple (three or four) RFID directional
antennas in order to approximately obtain an omnidirectional
radiation pattern. In particular, our calculations are based on
the ALR-F800 reader together with the ALR-A0501 antenna
[37]. This antenna, whose radiation plot is showed in Figure
5, stands out for its lower directionality as compared to
other available models (note that the 3dB beamwidth of this
antenna is approximately 105◦ ).

The most common solution to the problem is based on genetic
algorithms, a type of optimization algorithm inspired by
natural selection [40]. The application of genetic algorithms
to solve the APP has already been studied in literature
[41]. Unfortunately, when the number of candidate points
increases, genetic algorithms require increasing amounts of
time to converge to the optimal solution. In our case, where
we have more than a thousand candidate points, and more

Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the approximate radiation plots
that would result from connecting three and four ALR-A0501
antennas to an ALR-F800 reader. Note that the resulting ra6

Figure 5. ALR-A0501 antenna
radiation plot.

Figure 6. Three ALR-A0501 antennas Figure 7. Four ALR-A0501 antennas
radiation plot.
radiation plot.
Table 3. Safe distance for different antenna
configurations [17]
Channel
Adjacency
0
1
2
3

Antenna of Default Configuration
Front (m) Side (m) Back (m)
1400
180
130
95

350
45
25
20

210
30
15
10

zontal separation between readers as inputs.
2. It iterates through all the tiles of T , from left to right and
from top to bottom.
3. If a tile ti,j is empty, it places a reader there and moves to
tile ti,j+separation to continue with the placement.
4. When the algorithm reaches the end of row i, if it has
placed any reader in that row, jumps to row i + radius, i + 1
otherwise.
5. The algorithm finishes as soon as it reaches the bottom-left
corner of the terminal.

Figure 8. Illustrative example of a simple placement of
RFID readers within the modeled terminal.
than a hundred architectures, each with its own APP, the
use of genetic algorithms is not possible due to excessive
computational burden. Instead, we develop a suboptimal
heuristic placement algorithm shared across all architectures
that satisfies the channel interference restrictions while being
computationally inexpensive.

Once the placement for all readers within the airport terminal
has been obtained, we proceed to allocate UHF channels to
each of them. In that sense, we use Algorithm 2 as a heuristic
approach to assign non-adjacent channels to contiguous readers such that the channel interference is minimized. Note that
Algorithm 2 can be interpreted as a Depth-First-Search (DFS)
through the tree of all possible channel assignments given the
readers and its locations.

To develop this heuristic, we start by considering Reference
[17], where a study on the minimum distances between RFID
readers to avoid interference is presented. Table 3 shows the
results of this study and considers both the relative position
of antenna pairs and their degree of channel adjacency (e.g.
if channel adjanceny is zero, then both readers are using the
exact same frequencies to transmit). Although these distances
may vary with the technology, we can notionally see how far
apart two readers with the same channel allocation need to be
assuming a directional antenna.

Algorithm 2 Obtain Channel Allocation
1: procedure ITERATE READERS (r array, i)
2:
if i == length (r array) then
3:
return True
4:
else
5:
for c ∈ [1, 50] do
6:
if check channels (r array, i, c) then
7:
r array[i].channel ← c
8:
if iterate readers (r array, i + 1) then
9:
return True
10:
r array[i].channel ← −1
11:
return False

Instead of introducing these distances as restrictions in our
heuristic, our heuristic algorithm tries to cover the terminal,
given the range of a reader and a separation parameter, while
minimizing the amount of overlap between reader coverage
areas. The algorithm works as follows:
1. The algorithm is given the coverage radius and the hori7

At each step of Algorithm 2, we iterate over all readers in
the terminal, allocate a new channel to one of them and then
check the viability of the resulting allocation. If a new reader
can not communicate through any channel without causing
interference, the algorithm changes the channel allocation
of the previous readers, until it reaches convergence. To
check the viability of the placement at each step we develop
Algorithm 3.

tems have been presented in the literature. One of the simplest
algorithms is the Basic Framed Slotted ALOHA (BFSA)
algorithm, which although easy to implement, causes inefficiencies when selecting optimal slot frame sizes [42]. In [43],
the Dynamic Framed Slotted ALOHA (DFSA) is presented,
and its Advanced (AFSA) version is introduced too. Both
algorithms try to estimate the number of tags present in the
area before deciding the frame size. Finally, in [42] the
Enhanced Dynamic Framed Slotted ALOHA (EDFSA) is
presented and is shown to notably outperform BFSA in terms
of frame size efficiency. When the number of tags exceeds
500, we can also appreciate how EDFSA provides a more
slot-efficient approach than DFSA. Given the scope of our
problem, where it is unlikely to have more than 500 tags per
reader, we select the DFSA/AFSA algorithm as the baseline
protocol for the MAC functionality.

Algorithm 3 Check Channel Interference
1: procedure CHECK CHANNELS(r array, i, c)
2:
for r ∈ r array[: i − 1] do
3:
if check line of sight (r array[i], r) then
4:
dist ← get distance (r array[i], r)
5:
channel dif f ← abs (c − r.channel)
6:
if channel dif f == 0 & dist ≤ 1400 then
7:
return False
8:
if channel dif f == 1 & dist ≤ 180 then
9:
return False
10:
if channel dif f == 2 & dist ≤ 130 then
11:
return False
12:
if channel dif f == 3 & dist ≤ 95 then
13:
returnn False
14:
return True

Following the work in [43], we start by introducing some
mathematical preliminaries. Given a reader R, which provides N slots to the set of n tags that it covers, the number
r of tags in one slot —called occupancy number— follows a
binomial distribution with parameters n and N1 :

Bn, N1 (r) =

The algorithm focuses on reader i and iterates over all the
other readers which a channel has been already assigned to
each. First, it checks whether reader i has direct line of
sight (LOS) with each of the other readers. We not only
consider as LOS a clear path between readers but we also,
trying to be conservative, allow an obstacle as thick as 8
meters. So, if a reader is in LOS with reader i, we compute
the distance between readers and the distance between the
readers’ assigned channels. We then compare both measures
with the interference-safe values from Table 3, assuming both
readers have face-to-face antennas and therefore considering
the most restricted case, being the Front Configuration.

   r 
n−r
n
1
1
1−
r
N
N

(10)

Applying Equation 10 to all N slots, the expected value of the
number of slots with occupancy number r is given by aN,n
r
[43]:

aN,n
r

To obtain the minimum distance we evaluate different separations in terms of the coverage radius. We find this minimum
distance corresponds to 2.5 times the radius. This does not
mean we must choose this value but that no distance we select
can be smaller than 2.5 times the radius.

   r 
n−r
n
1
1
= N Bn, N1 (r) = N
1−
(11)
r
N
N

DFSA algorithm estimates the number of tags present in the
reader’s radius before selecting an optimal frame size. To
that end, the reader first provides a frame size of N slots.
The received frame, resulting from a tag-reading cycle, can
be viewed as the tuple hc0 , c1 , ck i, in which each number
quantifies the number of empty slots, slots filled with exactly
one tag and slots with collisions.

Medium Access Channel Protocol
As mentioned in Section 2, Slotted ALOHA is the most used
protocol in RFID systems and therefore we choose it for the
simulation of our system. The protocol works as follows:

Given these three numbers we can estimate a lower bound for
the number of tags n [43]:

There is a reader and a set of n unidentified tags.
The reader starts the communication process by providing
N time slots and starting an identification cycle that broadcasts to all tags in range.
• The tags receive the number of slots N and randomly select
one to communicate their IDs back to the reader.
• The reader receives some slots empty, others with one tag’s
ID, and the rest are corrupted due to data collisions from two
or more tags.
• The reader triggers more cycles until it completes the full
set of cycles. Once a tag is identified for the first time, it will
remain identified during the following cycles for the rest of
the set of cycles.
• Once the reader finishes with the identification process, all
tags go unidentified again and the reader has to restart the
complete set of cycles.
•
•

εlb (N, c0 , c1 , ck ) = c1 + 2ck

(12)

This expression meets the requirement that there can not be
less tags than the number of slots filled with one tag plus two
times the number of slots in which a collision has taken place.
A collision requires a minimum of two tags filling the same
slot in order to occur, that is why ck is multiplied by two.
Once the reader knows a lower bound for the number of tags
n, it can compute a more accurate estimation [43]:
 N,n 
a0
−
εvd (N, c0 , c1 , ck ) = min aN,n
1
n
N,n
a≥2

Several Slotted ALOHA protocols applicable to RFID sys8

c0
c1
ck

!
(13)

The reader looks for the value for n that minimizes the error
between the expected numbers of slots filled with zero, one
or two or more tags, given by Equation 11, and the actual
quantities observed in each case. We update the size of the
slot frame accordingly to N = bn · ec + 1. The reason of
this number is that given a number of agents k following a
Slotted ALOHA MAC protocol, the frame size that provides
the optimal throughput is N = k · e [44].

the same two decisions could also be specified for arriving
passengers. However, their trajectories go directly from
the gates area to the terminal exit and, consequently, these
decisions would be equivalent to deciding whether to track or
not track arriving passengers (i.e. Decision 2).
Decision 3: Which is the initial tracking point for departing
passengers?
• Decision 4: Which is the final tracking point for departing
passengers?
•

Once the slot frame size is fixed, all tags in range select a
random slot to communicate again. Then, the reader checks
the total number of tags that have filled each slot and, among
those slots that are filled with just one tag, looks for that tag’s
ID to check if it is already within the detected group. If not,
these tags are then added to the detected group. Note that it
is possible, in some cases, to have tags not detected at the
end of set of identification cycles. In other words, even if a
passenger is within range of a reader, it is possible that she/he
is not properly identified and tracked.

Once we have determined the limits of the tracking area,
we have to decide how we should place the readers inside
that area. We have previously introduced a heuristic to
place readers and specified the minimum horizontal distance
between readers. However, we have not agreed on using 2.50
the radius as the definitive distance between readers. That is
why we turn the distance into a decision:
Decision 5: Which is the horizontal distance between
readers?
•

We have previously explained that, for a correct detection
of all tags in range in a relatively short amount of time,
RFID readers perform a set of identification cycles. The
more cycles performed, the higher the chances of a 100%
identification. However, since the impact of having extra
cycles minimally reflects on the cost of the energy consumed,
we decide to use a time-limited approach for our model.
Hence, we set a 5 seconds limit to a set of cycles, so a reader
can perform as many cycles as needed inside that 5 second
frame. We choose this value because, considering the average
adult human walking speed lies around 1.5 m/s [45][46], we
ensure every passenger crossing a coverage area close to its
center will be detected and possibly identified at least once.

To be able to see the impact of this decision on the tradespace,
apart from choosing the minimum distance, we also consider
2.75, 3, and 3.25 times the radius as options for the horizontal
separation between readers.
During the development of the model we also focused on
RFID antennas. Specifically, we considered the use of more
than one antenna and showed two possible configurations
using 3 and 4 antennas, respectively. Therefore:
Decision 6: How many antennas should we connect to
readers?
•

Regarding RFID tags, in this paper we have compared three
different models of tags’ integrated circuits – Higgs-3, Higgs4, and Higgs-EC – during the development of the RFID model
in Section 4. From Table 1 and Table 2 we can observe
that Higgs-EC outperforms the other ICs. Consequently, one
could think that Higgs-EC is also more expensive than the
others. However, after speaking with a sales responsible from
an RFID supplier company, we learned Higgs-EC was actually the cheapest. This is due to the reduced manufacturing
costs as well as the eagerness of the industry in adopting new
and better tag models. Consequently, we assume that HiggsEC dominates the other IC options both in performance and
cost and therefore we select it for our analysis.

5. A NALYSIS
Architectural Decisions
In Table 4 we present the summary of the decisions considered for the model and the architectural tradespace in
the form of a Morphological Matrix. Since the number of
architectures in this case is relatively small, we follow a FullFactorial Enumeration strategy and simulate each of the 144
architectures. Next, we proceed by analyzing each of them
and their impact in the overall system architecture.
We have already mentioned different types of passengers can
travel in different directions inside a terminal. In particular,
we consider two primary types: Passengers departing and
passengers arriving. Therefore, the two first major decisions
select whether each of these passengers will be tracked or not.
•
•

Metrics
To compare the different architectures and be able to discern
which of them provides the best results, it is necessary to
select some evaluation criteria. Ideally, we would like to point
out which architecture is the one that provides the greatest
value, defined as benefit at cost. In order to measure the
benefit and the cost separately we create both a performance
metric and a cost metric, and assign each architecture two
individual values that allow placing that architecture in an
architectural tradespace [47].

Decision 1: Do we track departing passengers?
Decision 2: Do we track arriving passengers?

Furthermore, there is a third type of passengers, those who
connect from one flight to another one. Due to the absence of
real data on connecting passengers, we opt for not simulating
them in this work. Still, we bear the Tracking Connecting
Passengers decision in mind.

Cost Metric—For the cost metric, we first consider all costs
involved in the system and use normalized US Dollars as the
cost unit. We divide the costs involved in the architectures in
the following three categories:

Although the three types of passengers are in the same
terminal, they follow different trajectories and move through
different areas. Therefore, it is important to specify where
should we place the readers inside the terminal in order to
cover all possible trajectories effectively. To achieve that,
we create two architectural decisions that select the initial
and final tracking point for departing passengers. Note that

•
•
•
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Technology Cost: Readers, Antennas and Tags.
Installation Cost: Human Labour and Cabling.
Operation Cost: Human Labour and Energy.

Table 4. Morphological Matrix containing all the decisions considered for the system’s model
Architectural Decision

Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4

Tracking Departing Passengers
(TDP)
Tracking Arriving Passengers
(TAP)
Departing Initial Tracking Point
(DITP)
Departing Final Tracking Point
(DFTP)
Horizontal Distance Between
Readers (HDBR)
Antennas per Reader (APR)

Yes

No

Yes

No

Entrance

Check-in Counter

Security Point

None

Check-in Counter

Security Point

Gate

None

2.50 radius

2.75 radius

3.00 radius

3.25 radius

3

4

Of these, we choose to take into account only the cost of
readers and antennas. The rationale for this choice is twofold:
First, other costs such as human labour are approximately
fixed across all architectures and therefore would not have
an impact in the relating costing metric of the tradespace.
Second, energy costs and cabling costs are at least one order
of magnitude lower than the other costs, thus allowing us to
neglect them in this study. Finally, the cost metric utilized in
the results is

Rl = (rl1 , rl2 , · · · , rlQ ),

where rlq is either 1 if the tag is correctly identified in time
q, or 0 if it is not. Then, the second performance metric PT ,
dealing with the tracking, is defined as follows

PT =
Ctotal ≈ Ctechnology ≈ Creaders + Cantennas .

(14)

Since we are interested in modeling a real day of activity
at Chicago’s airport, we extract real data from the Chicago
O’Hare Airport’s flights schedule website. This data contains
not only the plane’s arrival or departure times, but also the
boarding gates of each of these flights. As a baseline case,
we model the complete flight schedule of Thursday, July
27th 2017. That day, a total of 1,122 flights were scheduled,
divided in 572 departures and 550 arrivals.
Next, in Figure 9 we present the architectural tradespace as
well as the Pareto Front. All architectures show both the
coverage metric in the x-axis and the cost metric in the y-axis.

(15)

At first glance, there exists a proportional relationship between the performance and the cost of this system. So,
if a coverage of more than a 70% is to be achieved, the
cost of the system inevitably rises to more than 75% of the
maximum cost. Then, the Pareto Front is composed by 14
architectures – 9.7% of the total – that span from low-costlow-performance systems to high-cost-high-performance alternatives. Starting from the low-cost region, the Pareto Front
presents a tendency such that an increase in performance
comes alongside an increase in the cost of the architecture.
Then, it changes and we enter a stage in which we can achieve
substantial increases in performance with minimal increases
in cost. Finally, the Pareto Front goes back to the initial tendency until it reaches the high-cost-high-performance
area. From this, we can see how easily we can move across
the range of 30%-50% in performance without noticing a
significant change in cost.

where each Clk is either 1, if the step slk is covered by a
reader, or 0, if it is not. So, as the main performance metric,
we define the percentage of spatially covered trajectory PC
as
NlK
NP
1 X
1 X
Clk ,
NP
NlK
l=1

(18)

Results

In Section 3 we defined a passenger’s trajectory as P Tl =
(sl1 , sl2 , · · · , slK ), where each slk corresponds to a step of
the trajectory that has coordinates ilk , jlk associated with it.
Given a trajectory P Tl , we now define its coverage Cl as

PC =

NlQ
NP
1 X
1 X
rlq
NP
NlQ q=1
l=1

Performance Metrics—Two performance metrics are considered in this analysis. The first one measures how well the
terminal is covered by readers given communication range
constraints and channel allocations constraints. In contrast,
the second one quantifies how well passengers covered by at
least one reader are tracked given the S-ALOHA identification protocol.

Cl = (Cl1 , Cl2 , · · · , ClK )

(17)

(16)

k=1

where NP is the total number of passengers that get in the
terminal during the whole simulation time frame. We define it
as “spatial” because we consider the amount of a passenger’s
path that is covered and not the amount of time a passenger is
being covered (temporal coverage).

Departing Initial Tracking Point— After introducing the
Pareto Front, we focus on determining how each of the architectural decisions affects the tradespace. In the same Figure 9

During its trajectory, each passenger tag will need to be
identified several times. We define these requests Rl as
10

Figure 9. Architectural Tradespace, Pareto Front and Impact of the Departing Initial Tracking Point decision on the
Architectural Tradespace for the baseline case.

Figure 10. Impact of the Departing Final Tracking Point decision for the baseline case.
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the effect of the Departing Initial Tracking Point decision is
showed. Although most of the non-dominated architectures
present the entrance of the terminal as the initial tracking
point, this must not be confused with dominance; as in the
low-cost-low-performance region there is no other possible
option than starting at the entrance, as observed in Figure
10. In the high-cost-high-performance region, where there
is presence of the three options for the DITP decision, these
architectures are sometimes dominated by the architectures
tracking from the security point to the gates. However, from
the medium-cost-medium-performance region we can clearly
conclude the architectures with DITP = “Entrance” dominate
the architectures with DITP = “Check-in Counters”.

straight-forward, it is easier to cover a larger portion of these
passengers’ trajectories than the departing passengers’ ones,
which are more irregular and comprise more surface, thus
comprising more blind spots too.

Departing Final Tracking Point—In Figure 10, we can appreciate that the DFTP decision marks the cost limits of the
system, which is closely related to the number of readers
needed. In the O’Hare airport, most of the surface is comprised between the security points and the gates. Therefore, if
readers are placed on that area – DFTP set to “Gates” option
– the amount of coverage substantially increases as well as
the number of readers needed to cover the surface according
to the heuristic used. In contrast, if readers are limited to
the area between the entrance and the check-in counters,
the maximum amount of possible surface to be covered is
notably small – 30% – resulting in the reduced cost of these
architectures.

At this point, we have observed the different impact each of
the architectural decisions has on the tradespace. Some of the
decisions have a clear advantageous option, others show their
effects in the tradespace as a form of interaction and finally
the rest can not be related with dominance, as they present all
of their options in the Pareto Front.

Figure 9 shows that for high-cost-high-performance architectures which start the tracking at the entrance of the terminal,
the performance gap of the TDP-TAP trios is much smaller
than the same TDP-TAP separation for the other DITP options. This result reveals that starting tracking at the entrance
of the airport has a more robust performance against the TDP
and TAP decisions and their interaction in the high-cost-highperformance region.

Tracking Metric—We have previously developed two different metrics: The coverage metric, measuring how well a
determined architecture covers the terminal; and the tracking
metric, which deals with the quality of the tracking independently of the first metric. In Table 5 we present the value for
the tracking metric for the architectures in the Pareto Front.
Given the computational expenses of the S-ALOHA simulation, we limit the analysis to the non-dominated architectures
and take as input just the 35% of the flight schedule of the
baseline case.

Horizontal Distance Between Readers—There is a cost gap
between architectures that have the same option for the DFTP
decision in the high-cost-high-performance region. This gap
is explained by the Horizontal Distance Between Readers
decision. The 24 architectures on top of the gap, or highcost region, present 2.50 times the radius as the option for
the HDBR decision. When the distance between readers is
reduced, more readers can be fit in the same space, hence
increasing the coverage and the cost. Then, the architectures
comprised between the 40% and 65% of the maximum cost
show the rest of the options – 2.75, 3.00 and 3.25 times the
radius – for the HDBR decision, without any of these options
standing out as the dominating option.

Table 5. Metric values of the non-dominated
architectures for the baseline case
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Antennas per Reader—Regarding the APR decision, the results show that all of the architectures in the Pareto Front but
one display the 4 antennas option for this decision, indicating
there is a clear advantage in using 4 antennas instead of 3. We
can understand the nature of the result considering the fact
that the 4 antennas configuration only represents an increase
of 8% in cost while the increase in coverage area elevates to
40%.
Interaction between TDP and TAP—If we look back to Figure
9 we can appreciate there are trios of architectures that have
the same cost but different performances. This difference lies
in the chosen options for the Tracking Departing Passengers
and Tracking Arriving Passengers decisions. Specifically,
these decisions show their effect in the form of an interaction,
as shown in Figure 11. The difference in performance for the
architectures that only differ in the TDP and TAP decisions
is not constant, nor the TDP-TAP configuration that presents
the best performance. On the one hand, in the low-costlow-performance area, the readers are placed in the zones
where only departing passengers go through. Therefore,
when only arriving passengers are tracked, we obtain a set of
architectures with zero performance; whereas focusing only
on departing passenger provides the best results. On the other
hand, in the high-cost-high-performance region, due to the
fact that arriving passengers’ trajectories are shorter and more

Coverage

Metrics
Tracking

Cost

0.781
0.675
0.650
0.600
0.532
0.494
0.486
0.455
0.425
0.314
0.311
0.297
0.282
0.263

0.995
0.789
0.990
0.991
0.811
0.827
0.839
0.840
0.844
0.991
0.850
0.854
0.858
0.862

0.774
0.535
0.477
0.442
0.297
0.198
0.192
0.186
0.169
0.163
0.122
0.105
0.087
0.076

There are two clearly different architecture tendencies regarding the tracking metric. On the one hand, four architectures
present a tracking performance close to 100%. This four architectures are the ones in which only the arriving passengers
are tracked. On the other hand, all the architectures that just
track the departing passengers – there was no architecture
tracking both types of passengers in the Pareto Front in Figure
9 – show a smaller value for the tracking metric. What
is relevant about these architectures is the relationship of
inverse proportionality between the cost and performance,
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Figure 11. Impact of the interaction between Tracking Departing Passengers and Tracking Arriving Passengers
decisions on the Architectural Tradespace for the baseline case.
where the best architectures in performance are the cheapest
ones. The reason behind this non-intuitive result is that a
decrease in the cost turns into a decrease in the number of
readers, and therefore a decrease in the covered area and
passengers covered simultaneously. Given we have opted
for a time-limited approach regarding the ALOHA protocol,
having less passengers covered makes the modeled algorithm
estimate a reduced number of tags, which allows the reader
to fit extra reading cycles in the 5 second time frame and
therefore increase the number of detected tags.

no option clearly dominates the others, therefore we suggest
a decision-making process based on further constraints such
as budget or spacing limitations.
In contrast, the Antennas per Reader decision has a clearly
preferred option. Indeed, we have shown that using 4
antennas on each reader clearly outperforms the 3 antenna
configuration. This tells us that that marginal increase in
cost by adding the 4th antenna is worth it given the extra
performance in reader range, which in turn is used to reduce
the number of readers across the terminal. Note that these
conclusions are robust to tag technology, which has been
shown to be a straightforward decision since Higgs-EC tags
outperform the other alternatives in both performance and
cost.

Summary of Recommendations
In Table 6 we summarize the primary recommendation for
each architectural decision. To begin the discussion, we focus
on the Departing Initial Tracking Point. In Figure 9, we have
seen how choosing to start tracking from the entrance of the
terminal reduces the gaps in performance that the interaction
of TDP and TAP creates. However, this only holds if the
Departing Final Tracking Point decision is set to the “Gates”
option. Finally, we note in Figure 9 that most architectures
in the Pareto Front start tracking passengers from either
the entrance or security points. Selecting one or the other
depends primarily on the type of system under consideration,
with the latter option being preferred for high performance,
high cost systems.

Finally, the analysis of the Tracking Departing Passengers,
Tracking Arriving Passengers has been combined in Figure
11. In this case, the results of the analysis are somewhat
inconclusive and do not affect the system performance and
cost significantly. Therefore, we consider these decisions
as secondary to the previous one, i.e. airport managers
should first consider where they want to place the readers and
which technologies to utilize, and then, focus on which set of
passengers will be tracked.

The DFTP decision has been shown to have a major impact
in the system tradespace. In fact, in Figure 10 we can observe
that architectures are clearly clustered based on its value.
Given that the vast majority of passengers spend most of their
time in the area between the security point and the gates – in
fact, the arriving passengers just walk through that area – we
opt for recommending to track until the gates.

6. C ONCLUSIONS
Summary
This paper has explored the optimization of an IoAT system to
track passengers within an airport terminal using RFID technology. We have initiated the work with a brief description
of the goal of the system and a short literature review. Then,
in Section 2 we have introduced the main features of RFID
technology and presented the simulation model developed for
this study.

The impact of the Horizontal Distance Between Readers
decision on the tradespace shows no preference for any of the
considered options. In the high-cost-high-performance region
13

Table 6. Recommendations for each of the architectural
decisions considered during the development of this
study
Architectural
Decision

Recommendation

Departing Initial
Tracking
Point
(DITP)
Departing Final
Tracking
Point
(DFTP)
Horizontal
Distance Between
Readers (HDBR)
Antennas
per
Reader (APR)
Tag Technology

Track passengers from the entrance
or security gates.

Tracking
Departing
Passengers
(TDP)
Tracking Arriving
Passengers (TAP)
Tracking
Connecting
Passengers

tests have been performed assuming a 5 seconds ALOHA
cycle duration, a sensible number given the speed at which
passengers walk through a terminal. Note, however, that
this value was not optimized and can therefore be refined to
improve the performance of the ALOHA protocol.
Future Work
Several simplifications were assumed in this paper. Tag
orientation and tag occlusion are examples of phenomena that
can notably affect the performance of the system during real
operations. These may be avoided by enforcing tag management policies that ensure they are not concealed at any
time. Furthermore, these policies should also contemplate
tag recycling inside the airport to determine when tags are
first provided and possibly taken away from passengers. Such
considerations can reduce the amount of tags required in the
system as each one has an approximate life cycle of more than
six months.

Clusters architectures in tradespace.
For high performance systems, track
until gates.
Second order decision
Using 4 antennas on each reader
The Higgs-EC IC dominates the rest
of available ICs
Approximately independent from
other decisions. They can be
modified after the system is
implemented without major
performance penalties

In addition, three main lines of research arise from this study.
First, there is space to improve certain parts of the model used
that would provide more detail to the simulation results. In
that sense, models such as the reader placement model or the
passengers’ walking model should be refined and enhanced.
Also, the model could be improved by introducing a multipath fading submodel that quantifies the disadvantages of using the system in a enclosed space. A real scenario validation
of the reader coverage and S-ALOHA protocol should also
be carried out.
Second, we focus on the architectural improvements of the
proposed system. Considerations such as creating a mixeddevice network (e.g. RFID and mobile) as well as extending
the coverage area to other parts of the airport are examples
that lie in this group. These would open the door to broaden
the scope of the system and include the moments previous
to the arrival of passengers at the transit hub (auto industry’s
“last mile”).

In Section 3 and Section 4, we have focused on the model
created to evaluate each feasible architecture. The model
presents a common part that all architectures share, i.e the
airport terminal and the passengers that walk across it. Second, we have showed how the RFID communications have
been modeled and how each architecture differs with the
others based on its option for each decision. To that end, we
have presented the link budget and coverage calculations, as
well as the reader placement and the communication protocol
submodels.

Finally, we consider the studies on new applications that take
advantage of the massive amount of data generated by this
system. A machine learning-based function to detect anomalous trajectories within the terminal or a recommendation
system to support personalized advertisement platforms in the
airport are examples of projects that can rely on the system we
propose.

We have started Section 5 with the discussion on the architectural decisions that define each of the possible architectures
and encoded them in the form of a morphological matrix.
Then, we have computed the metrics for each architecture
in a baseline case and displayed the architectural tradespace,
i.e. a plot that explicitely visualizes the the trade between
performance and cost. After that, we have focused on each of
the decisions separately in order to analyze its impact on the
tradespace and its optimal architectures.
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